In this work we show that with high probability the chromatic number of a graph sampled from the random regular graph model
Introduction
The most widely used random graph model is the binomial random graph, G(n, p). In this model, which was introduced in a slightly modified form by Erdős and Rènyi, we start with n vertices, labeled, say, by {1, . . . , n} = [n], and select a graph on these n vertices by going over all n 2 pairs of vertices, deciding uniformly at random with probability p for a pair to be an edge. G(n, p) is thus a probability space of all labeled graphs on the vertex set [n] where the probability of such a graph, G = ([n], E), to be selected is p |E| (1 − p) ( n 2 )−|E| . This product probability space gives us a wide variety of probabilistic tools to analyze the behavior of various random graph properties of this probability space. (See monographs [9] and [17] for a thorough introduction to the subject of random graphs).
In this paper, we consider a different random graph model. Our probability space, which is denoted by G n,d (where dn is even), is the uniform space of all d-regular graphs on n vertices labeled by the set [n] . In this model, one cannot apply the techniques used to study G(n, p) as these two models do not share the same probabilistic properties. Whereas the appearances of edges in G(n, p) are independent, the appearances of edges in G n,d are not. Nevertheless, many results obtained thus far for the random regular graph model G n,d
are in some sense equivalent to the results obtained in G(n, p) with suitable expected degrees, namely, d = np (see, e.g. [32] and [23] for a collection of results). This relation between the two random graph models was partially formalized in [21] . The interested reader is referred to [32] for a thorough survey of the random regular graph model G n,d .
The main research interest in random graph models is the asymptotic behavior of properties as we let the number of vertices of our graph grow to infinity. We say that an event A in our probability space occurs with high probability (or w.h.p. for brevity) if Pr [A] → 1 as n goes to infinity. Therefore, from now on and throughout the rest of this work, we will always assume n to be large enough. We use the usual asymptotic notation, that is, for two functions of n, f (n) and g(n), we write f = O(g) if there exists a constant C > 0 such that f (n) ≤ C · g(n) for large enough values of n; f = o(g) if f /g → 0 as n goes to infinity; f = Ω(g) if g = O(f ); f = ω(g) if g = o(f ); f = Θ(g) if both f = O(g) and f = Ω(g).
As far as notation goes, we will always assume, unless specified otherwise, that the set of vertices of our graph is [n] . We use the usual notation of N G (U ) for the set of neighbors of a vertex set U in a graph G, that is, N G (U ) = {v ∈ V (G) \ U : ∃u ∈ U {v, u} ∈ E(G)}. For a single vertex v, we abuse slightly this notation by writing N G (v) for N G ({v}). We denote the degree of a vertex v in a graph G by d G (v), namely, d G (v) = |N G (v)|. The set of edges spanned by a set of vertices U , or between two disjoint sets, U and W , is denoted by E(U ) and E(U, W ), respectively, and the cardinalities of these sets are denoted by e(U ) and e(U, W ), respectively. We use the notation G(n, p) or G n,d to denote both the corresponding probability space, and a random graph generated in this probability space, where the actual meaning is clear from the context.
A vertex coloring of a graph G is an assignment of a color to each of its vertices. The coloring is proper if no two adjacent vertices are assigned the same color. The chromatic number of the graph G, denoted by χ(G) is the minimum number of colors used in a proper coloring of it. The chromatic number of a graph is one of the most widely researched graph parameters. A major result of Bollobás [8] that was later extended by Luczak [24] showed that w.h.p. χ(G(n, p)) = (1 + o(1)) n ln 
Krivelevich et al. [23] and Cooper et al. [13] extended the range of d for which (1) holds.
We say that a random variable X in some discrete probability space Ω is highly concentrated if for every ε > 0 it takes one of a finite set of values (not depending on the cardinality of Ω which we think of as tending to infinity) with probability at least 1 − ε. It has been shown that in the binomial random graph model G(n, p) the chromatic number is highly concentrated when the graphs are sparse enough. A series of papers, starting with the seminal work of Shamir and Spencer [29] , and succeeded by Luczak [25] , and Alon and Krivelevich [3] prove that χ(G(n, p)) is concentrated w.h.p. in two consecutive values for p = n −1/2−ε where ε is any positive real. Achlioptas and Naor [2] went even further to compute the two values on which χ(G(n, p)) is concentrated for p = c n for a constant c. Finally, Coja-Oghlan, Panagiotou and Steger [12] , building upon the foundations of [2] , computed three consecutive values on which χ(G(n, p)) is concentrated for p = n −3/4−ε where ε is a positive constant.
We prove a similar concentration result in the random regular graph model G n,d . In the course of the proof in [3] , the authors prove that in G(n, p) subsets of vertices that are not "too large" cannot be "too dense" with high probability (where "too large" and "too dense" are quantified as functions of n and p). We follow this recipe combined with some structural results on the "typical" random regular graphs, and specifically, the number of edges spanned by a single vertex set of an appropriate size in G n,d , to prove the following concentration result. Theorem 1.2. For every positive constant ε there exists an integer n 0 = n 0 (ε) such that for every n > n 0 and d = o(n 1/5 ) there exists an integer t = t(n, d, ε) such that
In other words, Theorem 
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we give a brief introduction to random regular graphs and state some known results which will be of use in the succeeding sections. In Section 3 we perform a somewhat technical analysis of some structural properties of G n,d , and in particular analyze the distribution of edges for various orders of subsets of vertices and ranges of d. We then utilize these results to give a proof of Theorem 1.2 in Section 4.
Preliminaries
We start by analyzing and exploring the setting of random regular graphs and the techniques that we have to tackle problems in this probability space.
The Configuration Model
One of the major obstacles posed by the random regular graph model is the lack of a random generation process of all d-regular graphs for some given value of d. The following generation process, called the Configuration Model was introduced by Bollobás in [7] , and implicitly by Bender and Canfield in [6] . Consider a set of dn elements (assuming dn is even), {e 1 , ..., e dn }. Let this set be partitioned into n cells,
A perfect matching of the elements into dn 2 pairs is called a pairing. We denote by P n,d the uniform probability space of these (dn)!! = Let P ∈ P n,d , and e a be some element. We denote by e P a the element that is paired with e a in the pairing P , that is if {e a , e b } ∈ P then e P a = e b and e P b = e a . We define a multigraph G(P ), where V (G(P )) = [n], and for every pair {e a , e b } ∈ P where e a ∈ c i and e b ∈ c j we add and edge connecting i to j in G(P ). For a general pairing P , G(P ) can obviously have loops and multiple edges. We can define a random d-regular multigraph model that assigns to each such multigraph G the accumulated probability of all pairings P from P n,d such that G(P ) = G. Although this probability space is not of simple d-regular graphs, but of d-regular multigraphs, it can be easily shown (see e.g. [32] ) that all d-regular simple graphs on n vertices are equiprobable in this space. Now, one can generate a regular graph in G n,d by sequentially generating random pairings P ∈ P n,d and taking the first G(P ) that is a simple graph.
We define the event Simple as the event that the pairing generated in P n,d corresponds to a simple graph. By the uniformity of the two models, it follows that for any event A in G n,d , and any event B in P n,d where P ∈ B ∩ Simple ⇔ G(P ) ∈ A we have
McKay and Wormald [28] managed to compute the probability of
Theorem 2.1 (McKay and Wormald [28] ).
This estimate on the probability of Simple combined with (2) will enable us to bound the probability of events in our regular graph model G n,d based on bounds on the probabilities of the corresponding events in the "easier" Configuration Model P n,d .
We now introduce a few basic facts on P n,d which will be useful for later computations on this model. Let e a and e b be two distinct elements of our set of dn elements. We define the indicator variable I {ea,e b } over P n,d for the event that the pair {e a , e b } is part of the random pairing. By the symmetry on the model, e a is equally likely to be paired with any other element, thus Pr I {ea ,e b } = 1 = 1 dn−1 . For any subset of indices I ⊆ [n] we define the set T I = i∈I c i . Fix two such disjoint subsets, I and J, where |I| = t and |J| = s. Given a random pairing P in P n,d , let X TI (P ) be the random variable counting the number of pairs in P that use only elements from T I , and let X TI ,TJ (P ) be the random variable counting the number of pairs in P that use one element from T I and the other from T J . By linearity of expectation we have that
The expected value of X TI ,TJ conditioned on the event X TI = i can be also be computed using the linearity of expectation. There are (dt − 2i)ds potential pairs, and the probability of each of these pairs to be in a random pairing is
Let P and P ′ be two distinct pairings in P n,d . We write
that is, P ∼ P ′ if P and P ′ differ only by a single simple switch. The following is a well known concentration result in the Configuration Model which makes use of martingales, and the Azuma-Hoeffding inequality (see e.g [4] , [26] ).
Theorem 2.2 ([32] Theorem 2.19). If X is a random variable defined on
A direct corollary of Theorem 2.2 and (2) gives us the following concentration result for G n,d . 
Corollary 2.3 ([32]). Let Y be a random variable defined on
G n,d such that Y (G(P )) = X(P ) for all P ∈ SimplePr [Y ≥ E [Y ] + λ] ≤ exp −λ 2 dnc 2 Pr [Simple] ; Pr [Y ≤ E [Y ] − λ] ≤ exp −λ 2 dnc 2 Pr [Simple] .
Working directly with G n,d -the Switching Technique
A more recent approach, introduced by McKay in [27] , that has come to be known as the Switching Technique, enables us to work directly on the random regular graph model, G n,d , without passing through the Configuration model, P n,d , which becomes futile for large values of d(n). This technique enables us to overcome the basic difficulty of counting elements in G n,d by giving an alternative "relative" counting technique. The basic operation is the following:
where the addition in the indices is done modulo 2r).
A r-switch of G by S is the removal of all r edges {v 2i , v 2i+1 } and the addition of the r non-edges {v 2i+1 , v 2i+2 } to G as edges.
The result of applying an r-switch operation on a d-regular graph is a d-regular graph, and this r-switch operation is obviously reversible. Now, let Q be some integer-valued graph parameter, and denote by Q k the set of all graphs for which Q(G) = k. We can now bound the ratio |Q k | |Q k+1 | by bounding the ratio of the number of r-switch operations that take us from a graph G ′ where Q(G ′ ) = k + 1 to a graph G where Q(G) = k and the number of r-switch operations that take us from a graph G where Q(G) = k to a graph G ′ where Q(G ′ ) = k + 1 for any integer r. For a more detailed explanation, the interested reader is referred to the proofs of Lemma 3.6 and Corollary 3.12, or to [23] , [13] , [19] , and [20] where the Switching Technique is used extensively to prove various results on the random regular graph model. Throughout this paper, we will only make use of the 2-switch operation, but there are some cases (e.g. [23] , [13] ) where the more involved 3-switch was used to overcome technical difficulties.
3 Some structural properties of G n,d
We proceed to prove a series of standard probabilistic claims about the structure of a typical graph sampled from G n,d which will be needed in the course of the proof of Theorem 1.2.
Edges spanned by a subset of vertices
In this section we will analyze the number of edges spanned by a set of vertices. Our main motivation for this is to be able to prove some technical lemmas on the distribution of edges spanned by subsets of these cardinalities, in the spirit very similar to lemmas proved in [3] for the model G(n, p), that will be used in the course of the proof of Theorem 1.2 in the succeeding section.
The adjacency matrix of a d-regular graph G on n vertices labeled by [n] , is the n × n binary matrix, A(G), where A(G) ij = 1 iff (i, j) ∈ E(G). As A(G) is real and symmetric it has an orthogonal basis of real eigenvectors and all its eigenvalues are real. We denote the eigenvalues of A(G) in descending order by λ 1 ≥ λ 2 . . . ≥ λ n , where λ 1 = d and its corresponding eigenvector is j n (the n × 1 all ones vector). Finally, let λ = λ(G) = max{|λ 2 (G)|, |λ n (G)|}, and call such a graph G an (n, d, λ)-graph. For an extensive survey of fascinating properties of (n, d, λ)-graphs the reader is referred to [22] . The celebrated expander mixing lemma (see e.g. [4] or [11] ) states roughly that the smaller λ is, the more random-like is the graph. Here we present a simple variant of this lemma, which bounds the number of edges spanned by any subset of vertices in an (n, d, λ)-graph.
Lemma 3.1 (The Expander Mixing Lemma -Corollary 9.2.6 in [4]). For every
Broder et al. [10] , extending a previous result of Friedman, Kahn and Szemerédi [15] , who used the so-called trace method, estimate the "typical" second eigenvalue of the
With Lemma 3.1 and Theorem 3.2 at hand, the following theorem is an immediate consequence.
The authors in [5] give an alternative proof to Theorem 3.3 based purely on combinatorial techniques and not relying on the spectral properties of the random graph G n,d .
Although Theorem 3.3 bounds the number of edges spanned by a single set of vertices, the bound obtained does not meet our needs to prove Theorem 1.2, and we will need tighter bounds. Therefore, we will start by analyzing the distribution of the number of pairs spanned by a single set of indices in P n,d .
Let I be a subset of indices from [n] of cardinality |I| = t. Denote by C TI ,k be the set of all pairings in P n,d where there are exactly k pairs that use only elements from T I . The possible values for k are
To compute the cardinality of the set C TI ,k we count all possible ways to choose 2k elements from T I and pair them up, pair the rest of the elements from T I to elements outside T I , and pair the rest of the elements. It follows that
and for convenience extend f (k) to be a real valued function. Note that if k 1 > k 2 , both values in the range
Proof.
Applying (4) we have
The above function gets its minimal value for t =
On the other hand, again, by applying (4),
completing the proof of our claim.
Lemma 3.5. Let P ∈ P n,d and I ⊆ [n] be a fixed set of indices. Then,
. We start by proving claim (a).
where the last inequality follows from (11) . Similarly,
where, again, the last inequality follows from (11) . To prove claim (a) we note that Pr [
4k 0 +2∆+4 . By Lemma 3.4 we know that |C TI ,k | is monotonically increasing for k = max 0, dt − dn 2 to k 0 , and monotonically decreasing for k = k 0 to dt 2 , therefore, by (12) and (13), we have (12) and (13), we have 
Proof. Let F i be a bipartite graph whose vertex set is composed of C i ∪ C i−1 and {G 1 , G 2 } ∈ E(F i ) if and only if G 1 ∈ C i , G 2 ∈ C i−1 , and G 2 can be derived from G 1 by a 2-switch (and vice versa). Let G ∈ C i−1 . To go to a graph in C i with a single 2-switch operation, we need to choose the vertices a, b ∈ U , where {a, b} / ∈ E(G), and x, y ∈ V (G) \ U such that {a, x}, {b, y} ∈ E(G) and {x, y} / ∈ E(G), and perform the switch as follows: {a, x}, {b, y} → {a, b}, {x, y}. This yields the upper bound
In order to give a lower bound on d Fi (G ′ ), where G ′ ∈ C i , we note that any choice of a, b ∈ U such that {a, b} ∈ E(G) and an edge {x, y} ∈ E(G ′ ) such that x, y / ∈ U and x, y / ∈ N G ′ ({a, b}), gives us two ways to perform the switch: {a, b}, {x, y} → {a, x}, {b, y} or {a, b}, {x, y} → {a, y}, {b, x} resulting in a graph in
Combining the upper and lower bounds gives us
Using the fact that dn 2 − ud − 2d 2 > ud + 2d 2 > 0 we conclude that
The previous lemma give us the necessary ingredient to prove the following concentration result for e(U ). 
On the one hand, the right term of (14) equals
The concentration of e(U ) provided by Corollary 3.7 enables us to obtain some upper bounds on the number of edges spanned by subsets of vertices of different cardinalities. n ≪ ∆. Note that we can assume that u > 5, since for u ≤ 5 the claim is trivial. Summing over all possible values of u, and applying Corollary 3.7 (b) and the union bound, we have that the probability that there exists a set U of at most C √ nd 3 vertices, that spans more than 4u + k 0 < 5u edges is bounded by 2n . Summing over all values of u, and applying Corollary 3.7 (a) and the union bound, we have that the probability that there exists a set U of at least n ln n d
vertices, that spans more than
Other structural properties of G n,d
In the course of the proof of Theorem 1.2 we will need some other asymptotic properties of G n,d which we proceed to prove. We note that Lemma 3.10 and Corollary 3.12 can also be obtained using a general result of Kim, Sudakov and Vu [20, Theorem 1.3] using density considerations, but we prefer to give direct proofs using the Switching Technique, similarly to what we have previously seen. 
and applying the union bound over all vertices from [n] completes the proof.
Fix U, W ⊆ V (G) to be two not necessarily disjoint subsets of vertices of cardinality u and w respectively. Let E i denote the subset of all d-regular graphs where there are exactly i edges with one endpoint in U and the other in W . The following proof follows closely the proof of Lemma 3.6. 
Moreover, |E i | is monotonically decreasing for i > 2uwd n .
Proof. Let H i be a bipartite graph whose vertex set is composed of E i ∪ E i−1 and {G 1 , G 2 } ∈ E(H i ) if and only if G 1 ∈ E i , G 2 ∈ E i−1 , and G 2 can be derived from G 1 by a 2-switch (and vice versa). Let G ∈ E i−1 .
To give an upper bound on d Hi (G) we need to find a ∈ U and b ∈ W such that {a, b} / ∈ E(G), and find x ∈ V (G) \ W and y ∈ V (G) \ U such that {a, x}, {b, y} ∈ E(G) and {x, y} / ∈ E(G). Now we can perform the switch {a, x}, {b, y} → {a, b}, {x, y} resulting in a graph in E i . This gives us an upper bound d Hi (G) ≤ uwd 2 .
On the other hand, let G ′ ∈ E i . To derive a lower bound on d Hi (G ′ ) we can first choose a ∈ U and b ∈ W such that {a, b} ∈ E(G ′ ) in i ways. Next we find an edge {x, y} ∈ E(G ′ ) such that x, y / ∈ U ∪ W and x, y / ∈ N G ′ ({a, b}). The number of edges with an endpoint in U ∪ W is at most (u + w)d and |N G ′ ({a, b})| ≤ 2d. After choosing such x and y we have two ways to perform the switch: {a, b}, {x, y} → {a, x}, {b, y} or {a, b}, {x, y} → {a, y}, {b, x} which gives us a graph in
We now compute the ratio, much like we have previously seen.
in , as claimed. Proof. Fix u, w ∈ [n] be two distinct vertices. Let F i denote the set of all d-regular graphs, where there are exactly i paths of length three between u and w. We denote by H i the bipartite graph whose vertex set is composed of F i ∪ F i−1 and {G 1 , G 2 } ∈ E(H i ) if and only if G 1 ∈ F i , G 2 ∈ F i−1 , G 2 can be derived from G 1 by a 2-switch (and vice versa), N G1 (u) = N G2 (u) and N G1 (w) = N G2 (w) (that is, performing the 2-switch does not affect the neighbor sets of u and w). We may therefore set U = N G1 (u) and W = N G1 (w) and use Lemma 3.11 2 to derive that
). It follows, that for the given values of d, F i is monotonically decreasing. Now, we bound the probability that there are more than 5 paths of length three between u and w as follows:
Pr [There are more than 4 paths of length three between u and w] ≤
Using the union bound over all pairs of vertices from [n] completes our proof.
Proof of Theorem 1.2
In this section we prove Theorem 1.2. The proof will follow closely the proof of Alon and Krivelevich in [3] for the random graph model G(n, p).
Let us introduce the notion of graph choosability. A graph G = ({v 1 , . . . , v n }, E) is S-choosable, for a family of color lists S = {S 1 , ..., S n }, if there exists a proper coloring f of G that satisfies for every 1 ≤ i ≤ n, f (v i ) ∈ S i . G is k-choosable, for some positive integer k, if G is S-choosable for any family S such that |S i | = k for every i ∈ {1, ..., n}. The choice number of G, which is denoted by ch(G), is the minimum integer k such that G is k-choosable.
A graph is d-degenerate if every subgraph of it contains a vertex of degree at most d. The following gives a trivial upper bound on the choice number of a graph.
For every 1 ≥ ε > 0 define τ = τ (n, d, ε) to be the least integer for which
and let Y (G) be the random variable defined over G n,d that denotes the minimal size of a set of vertices S for which G \ S can be τ -colored.
Lemma 4.2. For every integer n, ε > 0 and
Proof. Let G be a random graph in G n,d and fix some ε > 0. By the minimality of τ it follows that Pr [χ(G) < τ ] < ε. Define a proper coloring of the multigraph generated by a pairing P , G(P ), as a proper coloring of the this multigraph discarding its loops, and let Y ′ be the random variable defined over P n,d such that for every P ∈ P n,d Y ′ (P ) is the minimal size of a set of vertices S ′ for which G(P ) \ S ′ can be τ -colored.
Obviously, for P ∈ Simple, Y (G(P )) = Y ′ (P ). Let P 0 ∈ Simple, and denote by P 0 (m) the subset of pairs from P 0 which covers all of the first m elements. We define the following random variables over P n,d :
i.e., Y ′ m (P 0 ) is the expectation of the size of S ′ conditioned on all the pairings in P n,d that have the same
is indeed a martingale, and the random variable Y ′ satisfies (7)). Setting λ = 2 d ln (ε · Pr [Simple]) −1 , and applying Corollary 2.3 implies the following concentration result on Y :
Pr [Simple] = ε;
Notice that Pr [
Theorem 2.1 implies an upper bound on λ,
2 .
Returning to (18) , Pr Y (G) ≥ C √ nd 3 ≤ ε where C is some constant depending on ε, as claimed.
Coming to prove Theorem 1.2, we can use the previous result of Achlioptas and Moore [1] 3 , whose proof of the same two-point concentration result can be shown to go through for d = n 1/9−δ for any δ > 0, and we can thus assume that d > n 1/10 . Let Γ(n, d) denote the set of d-regular graphs on n vertices that satisfy the following properties:
1. For every constant C > 0, every subset of u ≤ C √ nd 3 vertices spans less than 5u edges. 
Proposition 4.3. There exists a positive integer n 0 such that for every n ≥ n 0 ,
Proof. First, we find a subset U ⊆ V of size O( √ nd 3 ) including U 0 such that every vertex v ∈ V \ U has at most 50 neighbors in U . To find such a set U we proceed as follows. We start with U = U 0 , and as long as there exists a vertex v ∈ V \ U with at least 50 neighbors in U , we add v to U and iterate the process again. After r iterations of this process we have |U | ≤ c √ nd 3 + r and e(U ) ≥ 50r. It follows that the number of iterations is at most c √ nd 3 9 , since otherwise, we would get a set of 10c √ nd 3 9 vertices spanning at least 50c √ nd 3 9 edges, a contradiction of Property 1 of the set Γ(n, d). Let U = {u 1 , . . . , u k } be the set at the end of the process, with k = O( √ nd 3 ). Since by Property 1 of Γ(n, d) every subset of i = O( √ nd 3 ) vertices spans less than 5i edges, then for every We define an auxiliary graph H = (W, F ) whose vertex set is a disjoint union of k sets, W 1 , . . . , W k , where for each vertex x ∈ N G (U ) and each neighborhood N G (u i ) in which it participates there is a vertex in w x,i ∈ W i corresponding to x, and thus
, that is for every edge {x, y} spanned in the edge set of N G (U ), we define the corresponding edges between all copies of x and y in H. Since every x ∈ N G (U ) has at most 50 neighbors in U , there are at most 50 copies of x in H, and thus every edge in E(G[N G (U )]) yields at most 2500 edges in H. Furthermore, every independent set in H corresponds to an independent set in G[N G (U )], therefore, f induces a proper t-coloring, f ′ : W → {1, . . . , t}, of the vertices of H. edges from W i to ∪ i ′ <i W i ′ . Assume that the vertices of U are ordered in such a way. Now, according to the given order, we choose for each u i , for i ranging from 1 to k, a set J i of 14 colors. We say that a color c ∈ {1, . . . , t} is available for u i if there does not exist an edge {w x,i , w y,i ′ } for some i ′ < i such that f ′ (w x,i ) = c and f ′ (w y,i ′ ) ∈ J i ′ , i.e., a color c is available for u i , if the corresponding color class in W i , has no connection with color classes having been chosen for previous indices. The color lists
are sequentially chosen uniformly at random from the set of available colors for u i .
Denote by p i , for 1 ≤ i ≤ k, the probability that for some i ′ ≤ i while choosing the set J i ′ , there are less than Once such a family is indeed found, for every 1 ≤ i ≤ k, we go over all edges inside W i , and for every edge choose one color class that is incident with it, and delete its corresponding color from J i . By Property 4 of Γ(n, d), each W i spans at most four edges, therefore, we deleted at most four colors from each J i and thus, we get a family {I i : 1 ≤ i ≤ k , |I i | ≥ 10}, for which the union ∪ k i=1 {w ∈ W i : f ′ (w) ∈ I i } is an independent set in H, completing the proof.
Concluding remarks and open problems
In this paper we proved that for d = o(n 1/5 ) the chromatic number of a random d-regular graph on n vertices is w.h.p. concentrated on two consecutive integers. We propose here further questions which may be of interest to pursue, but will most likely need new ideas to resolve.
• Alon and Krivelevich in [3] noted, using a continuity argument, that for G(n, p) the two-value concentration is best possible for a general p ≤ n 1/2−ε where ε > 0. On the other hand, they showed there exists a series of values of p in this range for which χ(G(n, p)) is in fact concentrated on a single value. This may as well be the case for G n,d , but as d must be an integer, the arguments of Alon and Krivelevich cannot be applied trivially.
• Theorem 1.2 does not give any evidence as to what are the actual values on which χ(G n,d ) is concentrated. Achlioptas and Moore in [1] , following ideas of Achlioptas and Naor [2] , showed that for a constant d, w.h.p. χ(G n,d ) is concentrated on three consecutive integers {k, k + 1, k + 2} where k = k(d) = min{t ∈ N : 2t ln t > d}. In addition if d > (2k − 1) log k then χ(G n,d ) is concentrated on two consecutive integers {k + 1, k + 2}. Recently, Kemkes, Pérez-Giménez and Wormald [18] showed that w.h.p. χ(G n,d ) < k + 2 (extending [30, 31] ; see also related result on χ(G n,5 ) in [14] ) thus determining exactly or up to two consecutive integers χ(G n,d ). Albeit the above, locating the concentration interval for non-constant values of d remains open.
• Lastly, the range of d for which Theorem 1.2 holds, seems to be far from optimal. The main obstacle to increase the range of d so as to match the corresponding result of Alon and Krivelevich (i.e. taking d to be as high as n 1/2−ε for any ε > 0) is the fact the in P n,d we could not find a "vertex-exposure" martingale which satisfied a Lipschitz condition. By using an analogue of the "edge-exposure" martingale, our concentration result was much more restrictive on d. This seems more of a technicality of our proof approach, and we believe that Theorem 1.2 holds for a larger range of d.
